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1 Particle size measurement

Size-resolved measurements with PSL particles of known size are used to convert the measured particle flight times between

the two detection lasers into vacuum aerodynamic diameters at the respective ALS pressure. For this purpose, a corresponding5

averaged flight time between the first and the second detection laser was determined for each particle size, which results from

a time counter of the electronics and is called "upcounts". The upcounts values multiplied by the 40 ns time steps of the time

counter correspond to the flight time of the particles in nanoseconds. Afterwards Eq. 1 was fitted to the size-dependent upcounts

values (see Fig. 1). This was performed for different lens pressures, since the particle velocity depends on the pressure gradient

at the exit of the ALS. The PSL particles used here are regarded as almost perfect standard calibration particles due to their10

spherical shape and a particle density of 1.05 g cm−3. Using Eq. 1 and the resulting pressure specific curve fit parameters,

the particle flight times were converted into vacuum aerodynamic diameters, taking into account the particle density. The

correlation between the particle diameters and the determined flight times as upcounts values is shown in Fig. 1.

The size calibration equation modified according to Klimach (2012):

dva =
k

ln

 a ·upcounts− b

a ·upcounts− L

upcounts · 40 · 10−9


(1)15

with the dimensionless fit parameters k, a and b. L is kept constant at 0.07. Due to the modification, the physical relationship

of the equation as described in (Klimach, 2012) and (Köllner, 2020) is no longer given and must be considered as purely

empirical. The adaptation of the equation had become necessary due to the larger particle size range.
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Figure 1. Size calibration curves using PSL particles for lens pressures between 1.5 hPa and 2.6 hPa. The curve fit results are obtained

for a lens pressure of 2.1 hPa. The particle flight times were determined with the ALABAMA including the new ALS. The x-uncertainty

bars correspond to the standard deviation of the particle size distribution per particle size, particle type and lens pressure measured with

ALABAMA.

Equation 1 was fitted to the measured points in the particle size range between 150 nm and 3500 nm. Particle flight times20

above 3500 nm were not taken into account because the fit would have been overestimated and could therefore not represent

well enough the smaller sizes. Thus, the flight times for the PSL particles at 4170 nm and 4900 nm (according to the manufac-

turer) were not used to determine the size calibration parameters at 2.1 hPa. Due to the fact that sizes above 3500 nm were not

taken into account, extrapolation of the calibration curve for these particles ultimately resulted in significantly larger vacuum

aerodynamic diameters than would result from calculations (DeCarlo et al., 2004).25

2 Calculations with the aerosol lens calculator

In the following a brief comparison between the results obtained by aerosol lens calculator (Wang and McMurry, 2006a, b) for

the Liu-type lens and our new aerodynamic lens, focusing on the particle beam width (Fig. 2).
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Figure 2. A comparison of the results from the calculations of the aerosol lens calculator between the Liu-type lens and the aerodynamic lens

from this study. The left table shows the input parameters and the right table shows the resulting size-resolved particle beam widths for the

respective lens design. The green marked particle sizes show the particle size range in which the new lens geometry results in an improved

particle beam focusing.

3 Deflection of charged particles in an electric field

In order to assess the influence of an electric field on charged particles, their deflection in y-direction is determined theoretically30

(see Eq. (2 – 3)).

The force on a charged particle in an electric field is determined by the electric charge of the particles q and the electric field

strength E:

mp · ay = q ·E (2a)35

The electric field strength corresponds to the ratio of the voltage difference between the positive and the negative electrode Uy

to the distance between the two electrodes dEx:

mp · ay = q · Uy

dEx
(2b)

The integral is formed over the time the particle needs from the entry into the electric field t0 to the ablation spot t:

t∫
t0

ay dt=
q

mp
· Uy

dEx
·

t∫
t0

dt= vy(t) (2c)40

Assuming t(0) = 0 and vy(t0) = 0, the particle velocity v in y-direction at time t results:

vy(t) =
q

mp
· Uy

dEx
· t (2d)
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To obtain the deflection of the particles (y) in the y-direction at time t, the integral over time is formed:

t∫
t0

vy dt=
q

mp
· Uy

dEx
·

t∫
t0

tdt (2e)

y(t) =
1

2
· q
mp
· Uy

dEx
· t2 (2f)45

Assuming a spherical particle shape, the particle mass can be expressed as a function of particle density ρp and particle radius

rp:

mp = ρp ·Vp = ρp · (
4

3
·π · r3p) (2g)

If the flight time t is replaced by the ratio of the flight distance L in the electric field (in x-direction) to the particle velocity v

in x-direction and the electric charge q is replaced by the product of the elementary-charge constant e and the charge number50

z, the deflection of the particles at the ablation spot results as:

y(t) =
1

2
· z · e ·Uy ·L2

ρp · (
4

3
·π · r3p) · dEx · v2

(3)

Examples of the magnitude of the deflection are given in the main part of section 3.2.1.

4 Determination of the NaCl particle shape

Using the approach and the assumptions made in DeCarlo et al. (2004) and Zelenyuk et al. (2006), both a dynamic shape factor55

and an effective density for individual particle types were determined, as shown for NaCl particles in Fig. 3 using the new

ALABAMA setup.

To determine the dynamic shape factor X̄ and the effective density ρeff , the mobility diameter and the vacuum aerodynamic

diameter are required according to the following equations (NaCl: ρp = 2.17gcm−3):

X̄ =

√
ρp
ρ0
· dmob

dva
(4)60

ρeff =
dva
dmob

(5)

The values for the dynamic shape factor and the effective density in Fig. 3 are comparable to the values for NaCl cubes

shown in Zelenyuk et al. (2006), so it was concluded that the NaCl particles measured in this study have a cubic shape.

5 Determination of the detection efficiency

For a conversion of the particle counts per seconds into a particle concentration, the flow into the device, which depends on65

the lens pressure, is required. The determination of the standard flow into ALABAMA was performed with the TSI flowmeter
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Figure 3. Determination of the size-dependent dynamic shape factors and effective densities for the measured NaCl particles. The values of

the comparison measurement were taken from Zelenyuk et al. (2006). The y-uncertainties result from the standard deviations of the vacuum

aerodynamic diameters determined with ALABAMA.

4140 or with the DEFINER 220 Dry Cal at lens pressures between 1.5 hPa and 2.7 hPa. Afterwards, a polynomial function

was fitted to the curve of the lens-pressure-dependent measuring points (see Fig. 4). The uncertainties of the manufacturer

(±0.083cm3s−1, TSI) were used for the additional weighting of the fit. A quadratic fit function (f(x) =K0+K1·x+K2·x2)

appears to be useful because the opening cross-section to be passed in the CPI should also have a quadratic dependence.70

Furthermore, it is assumed that at zero hPa lens pressure the flow into the device must be zero. Accordingly, K0 was set to zero

to determine the parameters of the fit function.

To calculate the detection efficiency, the temperature and the pressure in the connected measuring system were used. The

temperature information was taken from the flowmeter installed in the particle-free bypass line and the pressure was given by

the OPC (see Sect. 4.1.2 and Fig. 9 in the main part). Thus it was possible to convert the standard flow rate (flowStd) into a75

volume flow rate (flowV , in cm3s−1), which is needed for a comparison with the OPC and the CPC.

flowV =
flowStd · pStd · T̄

p̄ ·TStd
(6)

The terms pStd and TStd correspond to the standard pressure and standard temperature. The TSI standard conditions are 21.1°C

and 1013 hPa. T̄ and p̄ represent the averaged temperature and pressure during the measurement time period. With the help80

of the volume flow, the averaged number of particles detected per second can be converted into a particle concentration. This
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Figure 4. Determination of the lens pressure dependent sample flow into the ALABAMA (see text for details).

allows to determine both the detection efficiency of the individual detection units and those of the coincidences:

DEcoinc =

NCoinc

flowV

CRef
(7)

CRef corresponds to the averaged particle concentration measured at the same time with the reference instruments. NCoinc

is the number of particle coincidences per second.85

6 Cross talking

Cross talking means if a high signal intensity is detected at one of the two photomultipliers of the detection units, this can

cause a "ghost particle count" on the other detection record (the reason for this still has to be found), which would result in

an incorrect particle concentration. This effect can be observed mainly at the first and sometimes at the second detection unit

in the normal measurement mode. An increase in the detection threshold would lead to a loss of low signals in the edge areas90

of the laser and thus to a reduction in their effective laser widths. The thresholds were set in particle-free air in such a way

that the background noise caused by the cw laser led to almost no erroneous particle counting. At the set thresholds, miscounts

occured on average every 14 seconds for the first detection unit and every 18 seconds for the second. Incorrect coincidences

were only counted every 912 seconds on average. In order to obtain results without cross talking effects, only one of the two

detection lasers was used during some of the measurements and the other was switched off accordingly. With this procedure,95

the measurements were carried out individually for each detection unit. However, in order to measure the coincidences and the

hit rate, both detection units had to be switched on simultaneously. Due to the fact that two detectable light scattering signals
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within a time interval of (∼ 0.3 – 1.3 ms) are required for coincidences and due to the limitation of particle concentrations in

the characterization measurements, an influence on the number of measured coincidences could not be observed.

7 Conversion of the motor step size for the tilting of the aerodynamic lens system100

The coefficients resulting from the fit function are initially only output in the step positions of the DC motors. Using calculations

from the intercept geometry, a conversion factor can be determined for the step width at the respective measuring position in

x-direction. For this, both the geometric distances of the DC motors and the distances of the individual lasers to the pivot point

of the aerodynamic lens system must be known. With the respective conversion factors and the knowledge of the step sizes of

the DC motors, the results can be given in metric units. An overview of the distances and conversion factors (CF) is given in105

Fig. 5.

Figure 5. Distances of the components in the ALABAMA (in mm) and the corresponding conversion factors for the lens scan method; (not

scaled)

8 Particle detection rate

Figure 6 presents the particle detection rate calculated as the product of particle detection efficiency (main part Sect. 4.3.1,

Fig. 13), volume flow rate (Supplement Sect. 5), for a particle concentration of 1 particle cm−3. A higher flow rate only partly

compensates the lower detection efficiency for small particles (below 250 nm) with increasing lens pressure, but in general it110

becomes clear that a higher flow rate increases the particle detection rate. The current configuration limits the lens pressure to
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2.6 hPa due to the vacuum requirements for the high voltages. In the future, the lens pressure (and thereby the flow rate) can

possibly be further increased using a reduced skimmer opening without increasing the pressure in the high voltage area of the

vacuum chamber.

Figure 6. Size-resolved and lens pressure dependent particle detection rate. The y-uncertainty bars are given by the Gaussian error propa-

gation of the detection efficiency and the volume flow rate. The x-uncertainty bars correspond to the standard deviation of the particle size

distribution per particle size, particle type and lens pressure measured with ALABAMA, converted into dva according to Eq. 1

9 Comparison of particle beam characteristics at a fixed ALS position115

Since no automated lens scan was possible in connection with the previous aerodynamic lens system used by Brands et al.

(2011) and Köllner (2020), a qualitative comparison of the particle beam characteristics of the previously used (Köllner, 2020)

and the new ALS is presented below. For this purpose, the coincidences (particles detected at both detection lasers) are divided

by the particle counts recorded at the same time at the first and the second detection unit. Thus, the results essentially depend

only on the ALS (+ ALS holder) used and the detection units. Furthermore, uncertainties associated with the external reference120

devices are therefore irrelevant.

As can be seen in Fig. 7, measurements with the previously used ALS show a similar trend for both detection units, using the

number ratio of particles resulting in coincidences (coinc) to particles counted at the two detection stages (DL1 and DL2) as

c1 or c2, respectively. The coinc/c1-curve (DL1) can be explained in that the particles tend to miss the second detection laser

more quickly than the first detection laser as the width of the particle beam increases. However, a size-dependent displacement125

of the particle beam together with the alignment of the ALS specified by the holder or cross talking effects could also be of
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Figure 7. Qualitative comparison of particle beam divergences using the new ALS and the ALS previously used in ALABAMA with the

Liu-type lens (Köllner, 2020). The number of particles resulting in coincidences is divided by the number of particles counted at the two

detection stages (DL1 and DL2), respectively. The ratio is expected to decrease if the particle beam is wider than the effective width of the

detection lasers. The measurement points displayed in a light blue were affected by cross talking effects. The y-uncertainty bars correspond

to the standard deviation of the ratios.

importance here. For coinc/c2 (DL2), a similar curve can be explained by the fact that the second detection laser is aligned

perpendicular to the first detection laser. This means that the particles can still be detected at the second detection laser despite

missing the first detection laser. This in turn could mean that the particle beam for particles larger than about 900 nm is broader

than the effective width of the first detection laser. Alternatively, the particle beam could be shifted along the beam path of130

the second laser and thus move out of the first laser at the same time. The same applies to coinc/c2 for smaller particle sizes.

However, the different ratios of c1/c2 indicate different causes for the decreasing ratios between smaller and larger sizes. In

contrast, measurements with the new ALS show a more similar course between coinc/c1 and coinc/c2 over the same size

range. In addition, the ratios over a wide size range are over 0.8. Thus, with the new ALS, the probability that a particle (PSL)

triggers a signal at both detection lasers is higher. This applies to both smaller and larger particles. On the one hand, this could135

be explained by a narrower particle beam across all sizes or by a smaller size-dependent displacement of the particle beam.

The outliers between about 400 nm and 600 nm that can be observed at the first detection unit are due to cross talking effects,

the cause of which could not be definitively clarified. Regardless of whether the differences between the previously used and

the new ALS are caused by size-dependent particle beam widths or size-dependent displacements of the particle beam, the

aforementioned indicators suggest that the new ALS can achieves improved particle focusing.140
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10 Multiple charge correction

When using NaCl particles smaller than 600 nm (dva), additional corrections were made to determine the detection efficiencies

and hit rates. The reason for this is that below 600 nm not only singly charged but also multiply charged particles passed through

the DMA, albeit only in low concentrations due to the impactor used. Thus, for the analysis an additional size-dependent

selection was applied. For this purpose, the size-resolved UHSAS measurements were used. The corrected detection efficiency145

can be determined by selecting the corresponding size bins from the UHSAS and ALABAMA (according to Eq. 1). With this

correction, for example, the detection efficiency of NaCl particles of size 464 nm (Dva) was adjusted from 3.8 % to 2% in Sect.

4.3.1 (main part), whereas the particle number in the second size mode in the UHSAS is only about 3 % of the particle number

in the size mode with the singly charged NaCl particles.

11 Determination of stick spectra and units of measure150

First, a wavelet transformation (Mexican hat wavelet) is performed to de-noise the raw spectra and correct the baseline. The

positive part of the wavelet should then correspond to the measured signals (Klimach, 2012). Subsequently, a mass calibration

over all mass spectra is performed with known ion masses (further details in Klimach, 2012). The resulting positions of the

mass-to-charge ratios serve as starting points for the determination of the ion peak areas. For this purpose, a range around the

respective mass-to-charge ratio is determined by means of a predetermined signal width, into which the raw signal is integrated155

over time. The averaged background level (defined by the height of the raw signal a half m/z position before and behind

the respective mass-to-charge ratio) is then subtracted. The result is the so-called stick spectra. The height of a single stick

for a specific mass-to-charge ratio thus corresponds to the ion peak area in mV*sample (sample: temporal resolution of the

oscilloscope in 2 ns) for a mass-to-charge ratio and is referred to in this study as the m/z signal intensity.

12 Size dependent characterization of mass spectral signals160

To study the size dependence of the mass spectral signals, only the highest values (cumulated intensities and number of m/z-

signals) were selected from each scan (as shown in Fig. 21 of the main part). These maximum values were averaged for

measurements with different charge numbers (from z = 1 to z = 5) at this size, whereby the respective scan positions of the

maximum values of the curves were not taken into account. Figure 8 shows the particle size resolved differences between the

three setups for the anion m/z-signals.165

First, a comparison of the results from using the DIE(on) setup and DIE(off+) setup shows a very similar behavior. Consid-

ering the sum of the m/z-signals or their number, differences can only be detected at the lower end or at the upper end of the

size range. However, there is a big discrepancy to the DIE(off) setup. In this case anion signals can only be detected for particle

sizes above 460 nm (dva). However, the detected signal intensities and the number of m/z-signals are significantly below those

of the two other setups.170
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Figure 8. Size-resolved mass spectral information of anion m/z-signals in dependence of the ion extraction field setup. The upper panel

shows the curve for the maximum number of m/z-signals per lens scan (according to the approach shown in Fig. 21 of the main part). The

lower panel shows the curve for the respective maximum signal intensities per lens scan. Measurements were performed with laser energies

between 4.8 and 5.4 mJ and DMA selected particle charge numbers from 1e+ up to 5e+. The y-uncertainty bars correspond to the standard

deviation of the number and sum of the m/z-signals of the mass spectra. The x-uncertainty bars correspond to the standard deviation of the

particle size distribution per particle size, particle type and lens pressure measured with ALABAMA, converted into dva according to Eq. 1

Figure 9. Caption the same as for Fig. 8, except for cations.
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In contrast to the anion signals, there is a clear enhancement in number (upper panel at Fig. 9) and intensity (lower panel at

Fig. 9) of cation signals using the delayed ion extraction compared to the setups DIE(off) and DIE(off+). Only for the particle

sizes 837 nm and 1029 nm similar results can be observed in the number of m/z-signals using the DIE(off+) setup. The reason

for this is not known. For all other particle sizes there is a clear separation between the results of both setups. As a result, there

are more m/z-signals (cations) together with higher signal intensity resulting from using the delayed ion extraction.175

13 Reproducibility of mass spectral signals at a fixed ALS position

To check whether the DIE also has a advantageous effect on the reproducibility of mass spectra, the relative dispersion of

the number of m/z-signals was investigated. For this purpose, the respective number of the m/z-signals of cations and anions

were formed for 100 randomly selected individual particle mass spectra. The lower and upper quartiles of the number of the

m/z-signals were used to measure the dispersion. The difference between the upper and lower quartiles was divided by the180

median, which gives a relative dispersion based on the median (approach modified according to Drewnick, 2000). To define the

existence of a signal, the threshold value of Ā±3·σ was applied to the stick spectrum. To reduce the effect of charge-dependent

particle deflection, only particle samples larger than 400 nm and with a charge number of z = 1 were used.

Figure 10. Reproducibility of mass spectral signals (upper panel: anion and lower panel: cation) in dependence of the ion extraction field

setups. The x-uncertainty bars correspond to the standard deviation of the particle size distribution per particle size, particle type and lens

pressure measured with ALABAMA, converted into dva according to Eq. 1

Figure 10 shows that in the case of cations, the use of the DIE tends to lead to a slight improvement in the relative dispersion

of the number of m/z-signals. The increase in dispersion towards larger particle sizes can be related to a shift in the particle185

beam. If the particle beam is shifted to the area of the falling flanks of laser intensity, a larger variation of fragmentation may

occur (as can be seen from the standard deviation in Fig. 21 of the main part). In the case of anions, on the other hand, no clear
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tendencies or improvements are discernible. Nevertheless, the advantage of using the delayed ion extraction becomes clear

from the analysis of the cation signals.

14 Mass spectral analysis of ice nucleating particles on the Birch pollen sample190

The evaluation of the birch pollen washing water (referred as Birch pollen) mass spectra indicates that contamination might

play a role for the different hit rates with and without prior ice activation, as presented in Fig. 23 of the main part. Therefore, we

first applied the fuzzy-c-means algorithm (Roth et al., 2016; Hinz et al., 1999; Bezdek et al., 1984) to the mass spectra of the

particle sample experiments to check for different particle types, which are represented as clusters of mass spectra. Briefly, the

algorithm was started with twenty random chosen mass spectra as starting points for the cluster centers. After that, every mass195

spectra was correlated with the mass spectra (cluster centers) of the twenty clusters and assigned to the cluster with the highest

correlation coefficient. The resulting cluster mean mass spectra of the Birch pollen sample are comparable to those found by

Schmidt (2016), although both the Birch pollen and the Sunflower pollen spectra shown there can be found in our data set.

Based on the characteristic signals (ion markers) of the clusters a further analysis of the mass spectra was performed, the ion

marker method (see Köllner, 2020, for more details). For this method, the ion markers must exceed a threshold value which200

has been determined by means of empty spectra as described in Sect. 4.5.5 (main part). Separate criteria had to be established

for both polarities due to the partial absence of anion or cation signals. Typical biological ion marker for this interpretation

include organic nitrogen and phosphorus: CN−26,CNO−42,C3H3O
−71
2 ,PO−79

3 ,PO+47 (Creamean et al., 2014). Further

ion marker that could be assigned to birch pollen included K+39 and K2CN
+104. In contrast to the fuzzy-c-means algorithm,

the ion marker method is exactly reproducible and does not depend on randomly chosen mass spectra as starting points for the205

cluster centers.

Figure 11 shows the relative abundance of the particle types found in the six pollen experiments using the ion marker method.

The gray colored particle types represent particles that can be attributed to biological origin like Birch pollen. Although it was

not to be expected, particle compositions of mineral or metallic origin with signals of lithium, silicon oxide, aluminium,

aluminosilicate, chromium and iron were found in addition to the mass spectra assigned to the Birch pollen. Furthermore, in210

some mass spectra, both mineral and biological signals were found together in the particles, hereinafter referred to as BioMin

particles. It is shown that the mineral/metallic and BioMin particles make up a higher percentage of the total fraction during

measurements with ice activation compared to measurements without ice activation, no matter if FINCH or SPIN is used. The

difference in the FINCH measurement with ice activation can be attributed to the increased ion yield and larger effective width

of the ablation laser when using the DIE(on) setup compared to the DIE(off) setup as described in Sect. 4.5.4 (main part). In215

general, it was not possible to clarify the origin of the mineral/metallic particle type within the scope of this work.

If the particles would indeed be due to contamination, this could result in a different hit rate, since mineral or metal contain-

ing particles have different shapes and chemical compositions compared to birch pollen, which can be assumed to be almost

spherical (based on images under the microscope, Pummer et al., 2012; Augustin et al., 2013). The particle shape is decisive

for particle focusing within the ALS. Further, the chemical elements of the contaminants can be ionized differently with the220
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Figure 11. Particle type fractions using birch pollen sample as an example and using different measurement setups: FINCH or SPIN together

with PCVI in ice activation mode (labeled as ice): with prior ice activation and separation process; FINCH or SPIN together with PCVI in no

ice activation mode (labeled as no ice): without prior ice activation and separation process, but still with the particle flow through FINCH or

SPIN and PCVI. For the Birch pollen sample the SPIN measurements were only performed with the DIE(on) setup. The unidentified particle

type contains all those particles whose signals cannot be assigned to any of the other three particle types. The number of generated mass

spectra for each experiment is given on top of the graph.

ablation laser, which has an influence on the ion yield and thus also on the hit rate. The assumption of a worse focusabil-

ity/ionization of the mineral dust or metal containing particles compared to the birch pollen would therefore lead to a decrease

of the hit rate if such contamination particles are present. Nevertheless, the following calculations suggest that contamination

cannot be the main cause of the reduced hit rate:

HRice =HRno ice(PS) ·nFrac(PS) +HR(cont) ·nFrac(cont) (8)225

where nFrac is the number fraction of the particle sample (PS) or of the contaminants (cont), HRice is the resulting hit

rate with prior ice activation, HRno ice(PS) is the hit rate of the particle sample without prior ice activation, and HR(cont)

is the hit rate of the contaminants. The highest percentage of the desired particle sample, i.e. nFrac(PS), and thus the lowest

percentage of the contamination, i.e. nFrac(cont), we get for the worst acceptable hit rate of the contamination. Since there

can be no negative hit rates, this would be HR(cont) = 0. Under these assumptions and using the results from Fig. 23 (Sect. 5,230

main part), the following number fractions result:

Birch pollen:

FINCH and DIE(off): nFrac(PS) = 0.34 + nFrac(cont) = 0.66

FINCH and DIE(on): nFrac(PS) = 0.73 + nFrac(cont) = 0.27235

SPIN and DIE(on): nFrac(PS) = 0.61 + nFrac(cont) = 0.39
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Feldspar:

SPIN and DIE(on): nFrac(PS) = 0.60 + nFrac(cont) = 0.40

240

This would be an immensely high contamination rate, which is actually even higher, since at least for DIE(on) the contamina-

tion hit rate is > 0 as Fig. 11 in the Supplement shows, where contamination was detected. Since this could not be seen in the

number size distribution measurements behind the PCVI, it should therefore be excluded as a reason for the reduced hit rate at

"ice" with prior ice activation and separation process.

15 Uncertainty determination245

15.1 Uncertainties of the detection efficiency

The measurement uncertainty of the detection efficiency is determined as follows,

σDE =
CALA

CRef

√√√√( 1√
NALA

)2

+

(
1√
NRef

)2

+

(
σflowStd

flowStd

)2

+

(
σp
p

)2

+
(σT
T

)2
+

(
σCRef

CRef

)2

· 100 (9)

where CALA is the particle concentration calculated from the ALABAMA measurements. CALA can be both the calculated250

particle concentrations at the first or second detection unit, but also those of the coincidences. CRef corresponds to the particle

concentration measured with the reference instruments (OPC, CPC). NALA and NRef are the particle counts measured with

each instrument, which are required to determine the relative statistical uncertainties. The third term indicates the relative

uncertainty of the standard sample flow into ALABAMA. The fourth and fifth terms represent the relative uncertainties of

the measured pressure and temperature, which are given by the manufacturers with 2 % and 1 %. The last term indicates the255

uncertainties of the reference devices (Grimm OPC 1.129: 3 % and TSI CPC 3010: 10 %).

15.2 Uncertainties of the flow determination

The polynomial fit function f(x) =K0 +K1 ·x+K2 ·x2 (parameters see Fig. 4) and gaussian error propagation is used to

determine the uncertainties of the sample flow σflowStd
(Eq. 10), into ALABAMA. A 2.5 % uncertainty of the differential

pressure sensor used (Analog Microelectronics) and a variation range of the lens pressure of 0.02 hPa are assumed.260

σflowStd
a=

√
((K1 · pL +K2 · p2L)− (K1 · (pL + 0.02) +K2 · (pL + 0.02)2))

2
/(K1 · pL +K2 · p2L) (10)

σflowStd
b=

√
((K1 · pL +K2 · p2L)− ((K1 +σK1) · pL + (K2 +σK2) · p2L))

2
/(K1 · pL +K2 · p2L)

σflowStd
c=

√
((K1 · pL +K2 · p2L)− (K1 · (pL + pL · 0.025) +K2 · (pL + pL · 0.025)2))

2
/(K1 · pL +K2 · p2L)

σflowStd
=
√
σflowStd

a2 +σflowStd
b2 +σflowStd

c2265
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In addition, the uncertainties (σK1 and σK2) of the polynomial fit function is taken into account.

15.3 Uncertainties of the hit rate

To determine the uncertainty of the hit rate σHR, the approach presented in Köllner (2020) is used.

σHR =

√
NHits · (1−HR)

NShots
(11)

The uncertainty of the hit rate (HR) is thus determined on the basis of binomial statistics related to the number of laser pulses270

from the ablation laser NShots and the number of successfully detected mass spectra NHits resulting from these laser pulses.

15.4 Uncertainties of the particle beam divergences

To determine the uncertainty of the particle beam divergence σPBD the uncertainties of the particle beam widths at the first

σPBWDL1
and second σPBWDL2

detection lasers are used.

σPBD =

√(σPBWDL2

7

)2
+
(σPBWDL1

7

)2
(12)275

Since measurements at one particle size were usually performed several times, the standard errors of the mean of the particle

beam widths were used for these measurement points. The nominal distance of 7 cm between the two detection lasers is taken

from Brands et al. (2011).
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